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Disclaimer

The Presentation is for ethical and learning
purpose. Don’t use this knowledge for hacking and
defacing.
I am not responsible for what you do with this
presentation.
I expect you to be positive and no evil purpose!
and never inspire to do so.



About me! 

Hello Friends,
I am an Individual Security Researcher and 
web app vulnerability researcher! 
Now a days working to share knowledge on 
Web Security and spreading awareness 
about common securities..

“If You Want your system to be fully protected then turn it off!”



What is Symlink?̉

As per the definition of Wikipedia:
“In computing, a symbolic 
link (also symlink or softlink or 
symbolic link) is a special type 
of file that contains a reference to 
another file or directory in the form 
of an absolute or relative path and 
that affects pathname resolution.”



Symlink
A symbolic link contains a text or Information or terms that is automatically 
interpreted and followed by the OS as a path to another file or directory. This 
other file or directory is called the "target".



Symlink
The Symlink is the file 
which is independent on its 
Target. 
If the Symlink is deleted the 
Target is still there remains 
unaffected. 



Symlink
If Symlink pointed to a Target and 
Later the Target is removed or Deleted 
the Symlink is not automatically 
updated or deleted but it still exits 
and continue to be there and if 
Symlinks pointing towards the moved 
or non-existing targets are sometimes 
called broken, dead, or dangling. 



Symlink
Remember:
Symlink can only be 
done in a Linux 
Environment!



Symlink
Ok so,
A reference file having particular information 
or data of another file is Symlink.
So Can you guess how can these symlinks can 
be exploited?
Or can they really Exploited and compromise 
some thing?



Symlink
Yes!The Answer is

They can be exploited!

Lets see how! 



What is Symlink 
attack?

We can exploit these files 
compromising another important file!
This method of Exploitation is known as 
Symlink attack! 



What is the need?
Yes,
What is the need to do Symlink attack? 
Why we’ll do Symlink?
Actually exploiting it gives the right to see 
some critical files having information about 
other sites database login Details! 
So if we get database logins we can do 
anything with that file or can fetch some 
information stored in the site!  



Exploitation
Lets Start with our Tutorial: 

Things Needed:
•Hacked and Shelled Site
•Config Killer
•Symlink Enabled server
•Database MySql login Shell

All the Necessary Shell’s and Items are given at the End of the 
Presentation!  



Exploitation
I suppose you have access to admin logins and have a shell/backdoor on the 
server!
Here is the screenshot of 404 error shell I used!  



Make a new DIR
We will work in this directory only! I have named it as ‘123’ 



Upload the files
Open the directory and upload the files from here

http://www.mediafire.com/?1t1c38akl5gg1p9


Change the permission
Open .pl file change the permission from 
0644 to 0755

Here 0644 is only to read and write where 
0755 is used to read, write and execute 
universally
Else 
We wont be able to run it! 
Click on –rw—r----r under “permission” of 
the File configkill.pl and changed 0644 to 
0755    



Change the Permission



Why Changing permission?
Permission changing is needed because we want 
those files to access and it execute and then 
view it! 
It gives a permission to view the people all over 
the world so do the things as fast as u can and 
then delete those files as they are much critical 
and  important because if it lands in a wrong 
hand we cant even imagine what can be a 
hacker do if he gets access to the whole 
database! 
So better way is to delete when things are 
completed!  



Get usernames 
Open [Sec. Info] in the tab Manu near [Files], [Console], etc 



What will it view?
It’ll view the encrypted Username and 
Password of all the user’s on the server. 
Configkiller will decrypt it and find will 
show you all the symlink files.
So, from that file we’ll be able to get into 
the database of the site!
We just need to select the whole thing and 
paste it on that configKiller!
So it’ll decrypt and will show you the files 
in the same directory!    



Select All! 



Paste it! 
Open a new tab and go to the link where you have the perl file! 
Paste the whole encryption there and click on “GET CONFIG”.
I have saved file in www.*****.com/test/123/configkiller.pl  



‘Done!’
Wait until it don’t prompt with a word “done!”
Do not move to the next step



Just open the DIR
Next you just have to open the same directory as it saves those symlink files on 
the same directory. So here is the screenshot! 



Get the Username-Password
Click on any file there. It’ll give the configuration file that website. I click one of the 
site and got the username and password of the database of the site. Lets see where 
is the Login Details.



Login to local dbs server

There are 2 ways to login to the local dbs server that 
is 
1.From shell/backdoor it self
2.By adding another php file. 
Here I’ll show you from another php file as it gives 
g0od interface then the pre installed dbs login 
feature! 

Copy the username and password and type the url 
where this login.php is saved.. You’ll see a login. Just 
login with that username and pass you found in the 
config files!



Login interface!



Database!! Voila!!
Now you know what can be done if we have local dbs logins! 



After fetching data? 

You can make changes to the database like 
1.Editing the original values
2.Create your own database etc..

So we can change the admin logins of that 
site and log in to the site as admin! 
Create a huge destruction due to symlink! 
So it is necessary for Network Administrator 
to know about this!  



Feedback please? 
You can contact me on my email 
address
bhashitpandya@yahoo.com
Or 
Can contact on my Faceb0ok account
www.facebook.com/bhashit.pandya

mailto:bhashitpandya@yahoo.com
http://www.facebook.com/bhashit.pandya


Thank you 

By Bhashit Pandya, 
Individual web 
researcher! 

Licensed under the Creative Commons 
Attribution- Bhashit Pandya
NoDerivs 2.5 India License
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